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Abstract This paper uses formal Darwinism as elabo-

rated by Alan Grafen to articulate an explanatory pluralism

that casts light upon two strands of controversies running

across evolutionary biology, viz., the place of organisms

versus genes, and the role of adaptation. Formal Darwinism

shows that natural selection can be viewed either physics-

style, as a dynamics of alleles, or in the style of economics

as an optimizing process. After presenting such pluralism, I

argue first that whereas population genetics does not sup-

port optimization, optimality can still be taken as a default

hypothesis when modeling evolutionary processes; and

second, that organisms have an explanatory role in evolu-

tionary theory, since they are involved in the economic

perspective of optimization. Finally, in order to ask whe-

ther the Modern Synthesis can indeed provide a theory of

organisms, I apply a Kantian-inspired theoretical view of

organisms (underlying much developmental modeling),

according to which they are both designed entities and

subjects of intrinsic circular processes involving the whole

organism and its parts. I first show that the design aspect is

accountable for in terms of the Modern Synthesis under-

stood in the formal Darwinism framework. I then question

whether the latter aspect of organisms can also be ulti-

mately captured in the same framework, and to this pur-

pose devise an empirical test relying on an assessment of

the relative weight of genetic elements in developmental

and functional gene regulatory networks.

Keywords Adaptation � Formal Darwinism � Modern

Synthesis � Natural selection � Optimization � Organism �
Population genetics

It is commonly thought that Darwin provided a naturalistic

explanation for the fact of adaptation and its pervasiveness

in the organic world. Natural selection, by scrutinizing

small variations and retaining the ones that increase

reproductive chances, adapts organisms to their environ-

ment. Traits are there because they represent good answers

to environmental demands, or what we can call solutions to

design problems.1 Natural selection defines adaptations,

since to be an adaptation for a trait means to result from

selection (Brandon 1990), and specific selective pressures

explain why adaptations are there.2 It is therefore tempting

to see evolution by natural selection as a process that

shapes organisms in order to maximize their fit to the

environment.3 Natural selection and optimization thus go

hand in hand. Natural selection in a sense replaced the
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1 The idea that organisms solve design problems has been criticized

by Lewontin (1978), among others. For example, there is an issue

with what metrics to use to compare various solutions, not to mention

the very idea of defining a ‘‘design problem.’’ This article will deal

extensively with the idea of design, and some of the issues raised by

provisionally using the phrase ‘‘design problem’’ will be tackled along

the way.
2 Niche construction theorists (see in particular Odling-Smee et al.

2003) contend that niche construction is an alternative pathway to

adaptation; but this claim is controversial, and we will not consider it

here.
3 The word ‘‘fitness,’’ before being used by evolutionary biologists as

a technical term, had a long history; it was extensively considered by

natural theology, where it meant a sort of adjustment between

organisms and their environment due to a divine intelligence, and

attesting to it. The principle of natural selection (PNS) connects the fit

between organisms and environment (often called ‘‘adaptedness’’) to

the chances of differential reproduction; see Brandon (1990).
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divine architect; when Williams (1992) defined the criteria

of adaptation for evolutionists by lengthily citing Paley, he

exemplified such a trend.

Behavioral ecologists in particular are very much con-

cerned with such a view. They often understand actual

traits by comparing them to what would be the result of an

optimizing computation by organisms of the trait value in

the face of environmental demands. In this regard, there is

a striking analogy between the optimizing behavior of

economic agents that strive to choose the best action in

order to maximize their utility, and organisms under nat-

ural selection acquiring seemingly optimal phenotypes

because natural selection selects the ones with the highest

fitness.

However, the modern understanding of natural selection

that we call the Modern Synthesis (MS) traces back to

population genetics, which unraveled the processes of

selection as an aggregated dynamics of allele frequencies.

In this perspective, evolutionary theory is much closer to

statistical mechanics (as made famous by Fisher’s analogy

in his Genetic Theory of Natural Selection, 1930) than to

economics. This point of view expels organisms from the

core concepts of evolutionary theory. And it is this disre-

gard that has been the focus of much criticism of the MS in

the last two decades (Bateson 2005), coming especially

from evolutionary developmental biology (EvoDevo)

(Gilbert et al. 1996), even if the criticisms from various

EvoDevo theorists (West-Eberhard 2003; Gilbert and Epel

2009) and some authors from other disciplines (Oyama

1985; Griffiths and Gray 1994; Griesemer 2000; Odling-

Smee et al. 2003; Bateson 2005) are of a varied nature

(Huneman 2010). As Walsh (2010) has suggested, many of

the challenges to the MS can be understood in the fol-

lowing way: population geneticists such as Fisher and

Wright, and then the molecular biologists discovering the

substrate of inheritance after 1953, built a successful ‘‘sub-

organismic’’ biology. But recent advances in develop-

mental theory, ecology of niche construction, and in our

understanding of phenotypic plasticity (West-Eberhard

2003) call for an organismal biology.

The view that organisms are under optimization in such

a way that optimality reasoning may ground our under-

standing of biological traits and structures, because natural

selection is the main cause of the main traits, is equally

controversial. This is known as the adaptationism problem.

When it comes to the role of organisms, this problem is

often conflated with issues about the role of organisms

versus genes; but the two concerns are orthogonal. These

two issues define the space of controversies about the MS.

The two axes of this space are natural selection as opti-

mization, and the role of genes versus organisms. Given

that each axis determines two possible positions, there will

be four poles in this theoretical space, viz., accepting that

natural selection is the main agency (which means that

there is a trend toward optimization that is explanatory in

biology) or denying this; and accepting that evolution is

mostly genetic, or not (and then, involves a causal role of

organisms, for example). Figure 1 charts this space.

Certainly, philosophers of biology appreciate the clear-

cut contrast between Dawkins, holding both adaptationist

and gene-centrist views, and Gould, who contested both the

primordial role of genes and the fact that natural selection

is the main agency of evolution. Actually, the orthodox

view of MS could be summarized by this saying of Huxley:

‘‘Natural selection, acting on the heritable variation pro-

vided by the mutations and recombination of a Mendelian

genetic constitution, is the main agency of biological

evolution’’—a view that is obviously committed to two

claims, one about natural selection and the other about

genes.4 But from the beginnings of the MS to the present

we can find instances of all combinations: some, such as

famously Mayr’s, would accept the claim that natural

selection is the ‘‘main agency,’’ but not the idea that evo-

lution is a change in gene frequencies.5 Others would

precisely accept the centrality of genes but not optimiza-

tion. Thus Lynch (2007) ironically holds that ‘‘nothing in

evolutionary biology makes sense except in the light of

population genetics,’’ but does not ascribe a prominent role

to optimization since his own models show that drift is one

of the main agents of the architecture of the metazoan

genome. Extreme positions are exceptions, but they are

useful to settle the borders of the space of controversies.

How can one understand this double issue of organisms/

genes and the place of adaptation? Is there a kind of plu-

ralism that makes sense of coexisting views of evolution by

natural selection? I will ask this question using the recent

framework provided by Grafen (2002, 2006, 2007) under

the name of formal Darwinism (FD henceforth). I first

present FD as a pluralism of economics and physics

schemes. On this basis, I next specify the articulation

between selection and optimization, and its consequences

for the issue of adaptationism. I will then address the

challenges presented to MS as a gene-centered biology by

those who think that organisms should be given a crucial

explanatory role. Based on FD, I will show that some

equivalences hold between genetic and organismic view-

points, and that these equivalences allow MS to rebut many

of these challenges. I will finally indicate what should be

the dimensions of organisms that may be wholly left aside

from the MS, and where possibly empirical evidence

4 Letter to Mayr, expressing what he expects from the contributors to

his Evolution as a Process.
5 ‘‘Evolution is not a change in gene frequencies, as is claimed so

often, but the maintenance (or improvement) of adaptedness and the

origin of diversity. Changes in gene frequency are a result of such

evolution, not its cause’’ (Mayr 1997, p. 2093).
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should be searched to decide whether or not the explana-

tory project of understanding evolution should include such

a dimension.

Alleles and Strategies: Formal Darwinism as a Physics/

Economics Pluralism

Optimality approaches embody the spontaneous vision of

selection as adjusting organisms to their environments,

hence optimizing the traits, whereas the population genet-

ics approach conceives of selection as the statistical pro-

cess of differential replication of alleles according to

relative fitness values. For behavioral ecologists, a way to

explain a trait consists of determining the function

w = f(T), which relates fitness w to the value of a trait

T. One can here take a proxy E for fitness, such as energy

intake, metabolism rate, or other variables. The maximum

for w (or E, or the derived function of E) indicates what

natural selection would select, and if the trait displays this

value, it can be said that natural selection is the cause

(Fig. 2). When natural selection is frequency-dependent,

optimality methods are replaced by evolutionarily stable

strategies, because there cannot be a fixed optimal value.

Whereas behavioral ecologists take for granted that

selection maximizes fitness, population geneticists have

pointed out many instances where genetic architecture

prevents selection to maximize fitness.6 From the view-

point of MS, a basis for optimization claims could be found

in Fisher’s fundamental theorem of natural selection

(FTNS), which states that the increase in mean fitness in

populations equals additive genetic variance, i.e., is always

positive; thus fitness is maximized. On this simple read-

ing,7 Fisher’s theorem provides a first attempt to ground the

common Darwinian intuition of optimization by selection.

But Moran (1964) has shown with the help of population

genetics models that the conclusion of the FTNS is not

Fig. 1 Sketch of the space of

controversies in evolutionary

theory

Fig. 2 Optimal foraging time t* determined as extremum of the

derived function of E = f(t)

6 ‘‘Most biologists who study adaptiveness in the field hold the view,

following Darwin (1859), that natural selection leads organisms to act

as if they are maximizing their fitness. This view is not supported by

the current state of population genetics’’ (Grafen 2002, p. 75).
7 Notice that there is now a controversy about what is the exact

meaning of FTNS, and some authors in the 1990s (Edwards 1994)

convincingly established that a better reading does not claim a

constant maximization of fitness in populations (see below).
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supported. The mathematical genetic theory of selection

would prefer to state that optimization is not the norm,

since many genetic settings prevent populations from

reaching fitness optima. A simple example is the frequency

dependence of social strategies: the aggressive strategy

(hawk) has a higher fitness than the flight strategy (dove);

however, if hawks increase in frequency, the advantage of

being a hawk decreases relatively to being a dove (because

hawks fight hawks and have chances to lose) (Maynard-

Smith 1982). Another example is heterozygote superiority:

if the heterozygote genotype has a higher fitness than the

two homozygotes, selection will increase the frequency of

this genotype. However, it is impossible for it to dominate

the population since homozygotes will be produced at each

generation by recombination; therefore, selection does not

maximize fitness. These two cases very generally are based

on the same situation: the contextual dependency of the

fitness of alleles, whether one considers the social (other

strategies) or the genomic (other alleles) environment.

The general idea of Grafen’s proof of equivalence is to

show that with each population genetics model, given that it

satisfies the Price equation—an a priori, mathematical truth—

one can associate an ‘‘optimization program,’’ as another way

of describing the system. The Price equation is written as

Dpmean = Covi[pi, vi (ignoring transmission biases)], where

p is the phenotypic value and v the fitness. It states inter-

generation change in phenotypic value as a covariance

between phenotypic value and the fitness difference. As an

expression of gene dynamics, the Price equation is chosen for

its generality, because it does not specify the relationship

between phenotype and genotype. More precisely, the Price

equation used here holds with p being the heritable part of the

phenotype, which can be equated for many purposes with the

additive genetic value; Grafen calls this variable the p-score.

The idea of the demonstration is then to consider phenotypes

as various strategies, to construct an optimizing function for

choosing among strategies, and show that this is logically

equivalent to the Price equation.

Before making this more explicit, I will reject one

possible objection. Some (Sober 1998) have argued that the

analogy of choice and decision theory is not accurate in

evolutionary biology because it yields false predictions

concerning the evolution of cooperation. In this case,

however, the formalism is deduced from the Price equa-

tion, and is not something already extant that one would

apply externally to evolution. Grafen shows indeed that an

optimization program can be written on the basis of the

Price equation, a program whose natural interpretation

consists of viewing phenotypes as strategies. Therefore FD

is rather immune to general objections about decision

theory in biology, even if such criticisms were right.

The inspiration of the formal derivation of the equiva-

lence lies in the ability to express the whole population,

considered in the Price equation, as one or several single

‘‘implicit decision makers’’ choosing between strategies,

which can be considered as an ideal organism picking up

its phenotypes.8 What has been established by Grafen as

the basis of the population genetics / optimization scheme

equivalence is that the fixation of the mean p-score pre-

dicted by the Price equation is then equivalent to the choice

of a specific strategy x* within a strategy set X, x* maxi-

mizing an optimization function g that can for now be

energy intake, offspring number, or any relevant value

(think of all the proxies for fitness, such as energy intake,

heat, etc., used in behavioral ecology), i.e., causally related

to fitness. The most complete function g is a function of

environmental uncertainty c and available cues s; it defines

what Grafen (2002) calls an ‘‘optimization program.’’

The crucial argument consists in showing that an iso-

morphism holds between the Price equation and the opti-

mization program. To begin with, there are some

considerations about population genetics. Grafen first

makes the ‘‘strategic equivalence assumption’’ that all

genes on average face the same environment—there is no

privileged gene-environment association. This assumption

is not realistic, but it aims at capturing the essential prop-

erties of selective dynamics before considering real cases.

Like the simplest Newtonian models in dynamics it is a

simplification, abstracting away from many real conditions

(spatial heterogeneities in density, etc.). The framework of

population genetics also includes various levels of uncer-

tainty and various ploidy levels.

From here on one can build the model for the optimi-

zation framework and its g function on the basis of

parameters from population genetics. The arguments of the

function are the strategies x, which correspond to pheno-

types, and are possibly chosen by the ‘‘implicit decision

maker’’ facing its environment. The construal of such

g function allows equivalences between the variables

describing selection according to population genetics and

optimization theory. Uncertainty is something that both

theories should take into account and reflect in the equa-

tions. The population’s environment can be represented by

the cues according to which the decision maker will pro-

ceed. And the distinction between phenotype and realized

phenotype—if one considers plasticity, bet-hedging, etc.—

is the difference between a conditional strategy and each of

the actions done. Other correspondences are listed in

Table 1.

Then the proof of the isomorphism between dynamics of

gene frequencies and optimization requires understanding

how statements holding in the former map onto statements

holding in the latter. The process of fixing a p-score,

8 There are important formal constraints here if we want to carry on

this reasoning, but they can be set aside for the present argument.
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described by the Price equation in population genetics,

should correspond to the choice of a strategy by the

‘‘implicit decision maker’’ modeled in the optimization

theory framework. If we get this, then, crucially, the

dynamics of gene frequencies will involve a formula for

the optimization program solved by what could be con-

sidered as an ideal organism choosing its strategies; and

reciprocally, the optimization program solved by organ-

isms can be written in terms of population genetics.9

Finally, we get such equivalence because of the fact

(established by Grafen) that fixation of alleles according to

the Price equation indeed yields ipso facto the maximiza-

tion of the g function (g(x) = g*). The reason is that when

the function reaches its maximum g*, then, given the

construction of g, there is no variation in fitness (dg/

dx = 0).10 If there is no variation in fitness (no fitness

differences), then, given the covariance between fitness and

phenotypic value stated by the Price equation, the inter-

generational difference in mean phenotypic value becomes

null (Dpmean = 0), hence the p-score fixed by selection

according to the population dynamics is reached in the

population. In other words, due to the construction of the g-

function, the implicit decision maker chooses as maxi-

mizing exactly a strategy that corresponds to the pheno-

typic values reached by selection in a population according

to the Price equation.

Then comes the last step in this line of reasoning

(Grafen 2006): in the first formulation g could be defined

within a range of possible fitness-related terms, but when

one has to determine what it should be in cases where

actions affect the fitness of other individuals (i.e., when

there are social interactions), which were first excluded by

the model, another abstract reasoning makes inclusive fit-

ness the only possible maximand. Finally, population

genetics formally corresponds to a view of individual

organisms as maximizing agents, which are choosing their

phenotypes in order to maximize their inclusive fitness.

Selection and Optimization: Confronting

Adaptationism in a Pluralist Framework

The fundamental correspondence between fitness differ-

ences in population genetics and variation in the domain of

the g function, constitutive of the isomorphism that FD

explains, can lead to four statements, which capture the

various correspondences between optimization framework

and population genetics, and therefore between an eco-

nomic and a physical understanding of selection. That the

optimization program is solved, or suboptimally solved,

can indeed be immediately translated into statements about

the scope and potentialities of selection, and vice versa.

Therefore, the isomorphism can be expressed through four

clauses, defining four cases. Regarding optimization, the

achievement of optimization requires that selection have no

more scope; conversely, if no more selection is possible,

optimization is reached. As to suboptimality, there is a

reciprocal link between a set of maximizing agents having

reached the same suboptimal value and a subset of a gene

pool such that no selection can happen because of the

nullification of fitness differences, even if possible selec-

tion could happen if variations were introduced. Here, in

Grafen’s words, there is ‘‘no scope’’ for selection, but

‘‘potential’’ for it. This can easily be grasped with a ref-

erence to Wrightian fitness landscapes: when a population

is stuck on a local optimum peak, only drift or migration

can move it by taking it away from this peak; hence there is

no ‘‘scope’’ for selection, since it is a peak, but still a

‘‘potential’’ since it can be shifted away from this peak. So,

it is important to grasp that the formal underpinnings of

selection as an optimizing process also allow for cases

where optimal phenotypes are not reached. This will enable

us to address the issue of adaptationism.

Table 1 Correspondences between variables in population genetics

and optimization (after Grafen 2002)

Population genetics Optimization theory

Meaning Notation Notation Meaning

Population measure

space

(I, I, l) (none) Implicit decision-

taker

General uncertainty x c General uncertainty

And its measure space (X, X,

m)

(C, C, n) And its measure

space

Local environment rk
x s = rc Cue

Belongs to the set R S Belongs to the set

Phenotype ak x Strategy

Realized phenotype ak (rk
x) X (rc) Action

Belongs to the set A Us Xs Belongs to the set

Target of selection mk
x g Maximand

9 This argument requires a caveat. There should be no intragenomic

selection, which is part of the clauses Grafen assumes in order to build

FD equivalence. However, this caveat does not alter the meaning of

such equivalence. If there are organisms, then suborganismic

selection has been somehow superseded by selection apparently

taking place at the level of organisms (Grossberg and Strathmann

2007). But the entire FD project assumes that there are organisms,

since it aims at understanding the relation between organismal and

genetic explanations. Therefore, the no-intragenomic-selection

assumption goes along with the very question of understanding such

a relationship, and is not an objection to its answer as FD provides it.

Understanding for which evolutionary reasons this holds is yet

another empirical issue.
10 To simplify the matter here, I assume that g is a continuous

function. This is oversimplifying but is supposed in order to verbally

capture the logic.
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Adaptation is a property of phenotypic traits. Notice that

FD started with the Price equation because it assumes

nothing regarding the genotype–phenotype map and

genetic makeup. In this framework, we construct an opti-

mization framework that basically views evolution by

natural selection as a program ‘‘run’’ by organisms. This

means that no knowledge of the genetic makeup is neces-

sary to assume optimality as default, and therefore evolu-

tionary biologists are entitled to ascribe traits to the action

of selection even in the ignorance of genetic details. In this

sense we here have a justification of the main assumption

of behavioral ecology, and in general, of any study of

evolution that does not delve into the genetic makeup of

systems. This is crucial, because many phenotypes are in

fact underpinned by hundreds of different alleles (height

being a good example) unknown to biologists. Grafen

(1984) called ‘‘phenotypic gambit’’ the general assump-

tions made by biologists studying phenotypic evolution,

which is that in the long run allelic frequencies will tend to

a combination underpinning the phenotype that will be

reached by natural selection as predicted by the study of the

environmental context. The isomorphism defined by FD,

using the Price equation—which is neutral regarding

genetic assumptions—thereby provides grounds for

accepting this gambit.11

More precisely, biologists would often assume that the

genetic values add up, and that in general all alleles make a

small contribution to the phenotype. This was one of the

common assumptions made by the population geneticists

of the MS (Orr and Coyne 1992). The phenotypic gambit in

these cases was quite likely to hold because small contri-

butions adding up would gradually cohere into an ensemble

result, in which none of them is prominent, and which

matches some constraints imposed at the phenotypic level.

The process would compare in some ways to statistical

mechanics, where small elements of comparable individual

effects add up into a predictable result (e.g., temperature or

entropy) at the level of an ensemble. However, it might be

that in some cases the contribution of these very different

alleles is not of comparable magnitude (Marshall et al.

1999). Yet for the above-mentioned reasons the FD iso-

morphism still holds, which means that the phenotypic

gambit is still justified, and that the methodology of con-

sidering phenotypes in themselves as answering

environmental challenges via natural selection, notwith-

standing their genetic bases, is still sound.

To this extent, the pluralistic framework provided by FD

clarifies the debates on adaptationism. A first level of

answer is just this phenotypic gambit, namely the meth-

odological assumption that even though evolution is driven

by the change in allelic frequencies, because it is the her-

itable part of the phenotype that only allows for persistent

changes in the phenotypes, one can still focus on the

phenotypic traits in order to understand what had been their

evolution in the face of environmental context. The fact

that the dynamics of allelic frequencies maps onto a pro-

cess of maximizing a function whose arguments are phe-

notypic values justifies that one can model the evolution of

traits by considering the sole array of possible phenotypes,

since there exists a translation of this process into allele

dynamics, even though it might be difficult or intractable to

determine. At this level one answers the worry that rea-

soning about phenotypes, as in behavioral ecology, is often

mere speculation given our ignorance of genetic makeups.

A second level is the adaptationist methodology, strictly

speaking. The isomorphism connects dynamics of alleles to

an optimizing program: to this extent, it not only provides

grounds for addressing evolution at the phenotypic level

with guarantees of a sufficient allelic underpinning, but it

also allows one to use a reasoning parallel to optimizing

methodology as used in economics, i.e., considering max-

imization of some value as the final state reached by the

evolution of the phenotype.

Therefore, the equivalence between selection and opti-

mization justifies the optimality methodology of behavioral

ecologists, even if mathematical population genetics can-

not prove that selection always maximizes fitness whatever

the ecological and genetic circumstances. The support for

this methodology cannot be demonstrated within popula-

tion genetics as the science of the process of selective

dynamics, but only through a general equivalence thesis

between population genetics as a dynamics and an eco-

nomic scheme centered on optimization. In economics,

assuming the transitivity of preferences as the mark of

rationality supports the possibility that agents maximize

their utility, and such computation explains the choices; it

is not an empirical claim that all agents behave rationally

(i.e., maximize their utility function), but it means that

rational deliberations are intrinsically directed toward

maximized utilities. Analogously, in our framework, since

the dynamics of selection can be turned into an economy

whose agents choose phenotypes, natural selection is

equally directed toward some maximum. Notice that this

breaks the analogy between FD and fitness landscapes

introduced before. Actually, landscape modeling is rather

analogous to physics, in the sense that fitness function is

construed exactly as potential functions in physics, and fits

11 Yakubu (2013) criticizes the tradition of evolutionary investiga-

tions of cooperation and altruism on the basis that their models would

presuppose genes for unconditional altruism or selfishness, instead of

plastic phenotypes conditionally switching to altruism or selfishness.

This latter situation—rather than unconditional genes—is, as he

argues, widely attested by empirical findings. The ‘‘phenotypic

gambit,’’ however, is neutral regarding which case obtains, since, due

to its justification, it is neutral regarding the genetic makeup of

phenotypes.
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the same requisites, as Sewall Wright recognized. The

landscape search for fitness extremes parallels the physical

search for maximization of potential energy function as a

heuristic for finding the final state of systems. But in the

framework of FD, optimization rather parallels the maxi-

mization of utility in economics, thereby pertaining to

another kind of methodology. One should pay attention to

this switch in scientific models in order to understand what

justifies optimality modeling and concepts in evolutionary

theory.

To this extent we do not claim that selection will produce

optimal traits everywhere, but that under basic conditions,

defined above by the formal assumptions of FD, selection

naturally optimizes, and on this basis, we can legitimately

consider that optimality models are the default for evolu-

tionary hypotheses. FD establishes that a trend toward

optimizing is built into the very structure of selection, which

may be phrased in terms of optimization even if in real life

traits and phenotypes are not always optimized. It does not,

then, justify ‘‘empirical adaptationism’’ (Godfrey-Smith

1998), i.e., the claim that many of the traits are indeed

adaptations. If, in this world, conditions often do not satisfy

the FD assumptions—viz., the strategic equivalence

assumption—and some other requisites for intergenic

selection, then we may not see so much adaptation. But

‘‘methodological adaptationism’’ (sensu Godfrey-Smith

1998; see also Mayr 1983), viz., the form of reasoning that

starts with what should be optimal and makes a comparison

with data, asking what prevents optimality being reached,

correctly relies on the idea that the allelic dynamics of

selection can be seen as an optimizing program run by

organisms. As soon as conditions for natural selection are

fulfilled (i.e., variation, heritability, and correlation between

heritable variants and reproductive success; see Lewontin

1970), selection is acting, and we should expect optimality,

and must check what were the non-basic conditions

accounting for the lack of optimality.

In this perspective, the adaptationism controversy is

reduced to a question about the kinds of reasons why

optima are not reached by evolution. Many reasons have

been studied, especially regarding the developmental con-

straints that preclude variation from providing the adequate

variants for natural selection to optimize (Gould and Le-

wontin 1978; Maynard Smith et al. 1985; Lauder 1996). In

the FD framework this can be translated into questions

regarding the origins of the strategy set that is processed by

the optimization program. But another class of reasons

concerns the trade-offs that must be respected by the

optimization program, and result in limits to optimization,

viz., these suboptimal cases considered by the two last

clauses of FD.

Trade-offs are themselves of two sorts. First, given that

fitness is a compound magnitude, made up of survival and

reproduction, one reason for the difficulty in reaching

optimality relates to the constraints on the composition of

fitness. There may be some trade-offs between survival and

reproductive values. One example is cottonwood tree

branches (Endler 1986): these branches are very fragile and

thin, which seems to decrease the survival chances of the

tree itself. Yet they actually improve the number of off-

spring by enhancing seed dispersal (less-fragile branches of

variant cottonwood trees break less easily and therefore

retain their seeds). Here, the reproduction component of

fitness leads to the reproducing optimality of a trait at the

expense of the robustness and plausible survival of the

whole organism. A generalized instance of this situation is

what the ‘‘life-history traits’’ research program (Stearns

1992) investigates, viz., the trade-offs between investments

at various moments of the life cycle.

A second kind of trade-offs concerns the phenotypic

traits themselves, as they are different traits carried by the

same organism. These trade-offs may hold between

selective pressures (e.g., a selective pressure to display few

colors in order to avoid predators) and a sexual selection

pressure that stems from the preference of females for

conspicuous colors. Or they may hold between the traits

themselves: if selection optimizes the speed race, regarding

the predators as selective pressure, it also raises the met-

abolic costs, paid by other traits, and this often happens in a

nonlinear way; which means that the genuine optimum is a

trade-off between selection for speed and metabolic cost

paid by other organs. Methodological adaptationism is

always trade-off adaptationism.

Trade-off adaptationism concerns not only the issue of

adaptation/optimality, but also the evolutionary role of the

organisms that have the adaptations, hence it will also be

considered in the next section. However, before ending this

section I want to emphasize the specificity of the pluralistic

framework I use here regarding the question of optimiza-

tion. As indicated before, the formal grounds for believing

that evolution optimizes something in organisms, which

intuitively is implicit in the idea of adapted organisms, was

Fisher’s fundamental theorem. However, it is well

known—and was precisely a motivation for FD—that

population genetics does not support an idea of optimiza-

tion. As stated above, it is not true that the mean fitness of a

population is always increasing. But recent interpretations

of the FTNS (Ewens 1989; Edwards 1994, after Price

1972) have shown that the meaning of the equality of

additive genetic variance and change in fitness concerns

exclusively the change in fitness directly caused by natural

selection. As was visible in the first sentence of Fisher’s

book—‘‘Natural selection is not evolution’’—the FTNS

concerns only natural selection and not evolution in gen-

eral. It might be that other circumstances in evolution

induce a decrease in mean fitness that is higher than the
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increase induced by selection, so in many cases, seen

empirically or investigated in sophisticated population

genetics models such as the ones mentioned above, evo-

lution results in a decrease of a population’s mean fitness.

Fisher called those circumstances opposing the increase in

fitness ‘‘deterioration of environment.’’ But what he called

environment can be either the external environment of

organisms, or the genetic environment of alleles, which

precisely results in the change of mean fitness of the

alleles, thereby countering the effect of selection. This is

exactly the case of frequency-dependent selection as

mentioned in the beginning, which supposedly contradicted

the FTNS.

So the updated meaning of the FTNS is that there is an

intrinsic connection between natural selection and a trend

toward maximization. It would in a way justify optimality

reasoning in evolutionary theory. Using the FD framework

thereby does not contradict the true insight of the FTNS. As

highlighted above, on the basis of the FD one can only

predict a trend toward optimization as soon as there is

natural selection, but cannot expect optimization–maximi-

zation of inclusive fitness—in all cases. What Fisher saw as

deterioration of the environment is, in the case of FD,

understood as the conditions that would prevent the four

clauses to hold, i.e., the negation of the assumptions of the

FD isomorphism. The other similarity between FTNS and

FD as supporting a justification for optimality reasoning is

that both are established purely analytically. FD rests on

the Price equation, which is an analytical truth linking p-

score and fitness (Frank 1997), and FTNS is analytically

derived from the connection between fitness (or ‘‘repro-

ductive value’’—Fisher) and additive genetic variance.

Interestingly, the simplest derivation of FTNS is precisely

done via the Price equation, by considering fitness as the

phenotypic trait under focus (Price 1972). Therefore, the

framework we consider here is derived wholly from what

one could call the mathematics of natural selection. It is

very plausible that the Price equation, FTNS, and FD are

the same set of analytical truths about adaptation, selection,

and, ultimately, design expressed in various ways, and

possibly with different limiting assumptions, but investi-

gating this is beyond the scope of this article.

However, the character proper of FD is that it ties the

level of allele dynamics to the level of organisms. Therefore,

although the FTNS establishes an optimality trend through

natural selection, it remains at the level of alleles—or at

least, it is hard to see the connection with organisms12—

whereas FD provides a link between evolution as a process

understood by population genetics—the heart of the MS—

and organisms transforming through evolution, which in fact

was Darwin’s initial view of evolution.

I now turn to the second issue, organisms versus genes.

Organisms and Genes as Perspectives on Evolution

by Natural Selection

I have shown that the pluralist framework defined by FD

allows us to clarify the issue of adaptationism, the first axis

of controversies about the MS. The second question is

whether it also entitles us to reconcile the perspectives of

genes and organisms, viz., to mediate between the view

that evolution fundamentally happens at the level of genes

(so that organisms are a mere epiphenomenal reflection of

what happens there), and the view advocated by West-

Eberhard (2003), Walsh (2010), and others according to

which genes are just a shadow of the activities of organ-

isms, which produce evolution. I will successively address

the questions whether within this pluralism MS can include

organisms as ‘‘explanantia,’’ and whether the facts of

organisms indeed remain outside the explanatory scope of

MS, as its critics claim.

Organisms as Explanantia in the Modern Synthesis

Population genetics formally corresponds to a view of

individual organisms as agents that choose their pheno-

types in order to maximize their inclusive fitness. Thereby,

the organisms are included in the explanation of trait fre-

quencies as ‘‘maximizing agents’’; given that all of the

alleles’ dynamics can in principle be phrased in terms of

maximizing organisms’ activities, clearly the theory does

not exclude organisms from its explanatory apparatus, nor

does it reduce them to allelic processes.

The strength of this pluralism is to show that the

understanding of the process of selection in terms of allele

dynamics as elaborated since Fisher and Wright does not

preclude considering organisms as agents in evolution. On

the contrary, it decouples the idea of selection from the

idea of adaptations as a kind of traits of organisms: for a

trait to be an adaptation means to be an output of an

optimizing program run by organisms; at the same time it

also means the occurrence of a dynamics driven by selec-

tion at an allelic level. And because of this decoupling,

such pluralism shows how these two notions are correlated,

viz., through the isomorphism demonstrated in the FD and

the subsequent clauses. It establishes that organisms and

genes correspond to two specific takes on the process of

natural selection that pertain to two explanatory schemes,

respectively: one which is rather statistical-mechanical, the

other which is rather economic. In this regard, genes and

12 In the first formulations of the FTNS, Fisher spoke of the mean

fitness of organisms, and indeed the integrity and design of organisms

is in general crucially addressed by his theory; see, e.g., the evolution

of dominance as it is understood in Fisher (1932).
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organisms should not be seen as levels, and their relation

not reduced to the issue of the proper levels of selection

(even if this is a question in its own right). Organisms and

genes determine two explanatory schemes rather than two

levels (because the idea of levels assumes some homoge-

neity, viz., the existence of a scale that includes all levels).

Considered in FD’s pluralist framework, the MS is

therefore not to be understood as expelling organisms from

the explanatory core of the theory. Even if it rests on

population genetics as the science of the process of selec-

tion, this does not downplay the role of organisms to mere

vehicles for their genes (according to Dawkins’ famous

phrase), because besides selection as a process, an eco-

nomic scheme could see selection as a program, consid-

ering organisms as agents in this program; and the two

schemes are formally equivalent. Equivalence is not

reduction. If one follows Ariew (2008) in considering that

the MS changed the explanandum of evolution consider-

ably—switching from Darwin’s view of evolution as a

transformation of organisms to a population-genetic view

of evolution as gene dynamics—then one must consider

that FD offers a pluralism that reconciles these two views.

Therefore, advocating the explanatory role of organisms in

evolution does not necessary mean a critique of the foun-

dational role of population genetics in our knowledge of

evolution.

Organisms Explained: The Kantian Framework

One way to address the ‘‘explanatory sufficiency’’ of the

MS to capture organisms themselves is to start from the

Kantian view of organisms, which is by and large the view

developmental biologists have been sharing since the times

of von Baer (Gilbert and Sarkar 2000, p. 3). Kant explained

the design of organisms in terms of what he called ‘‘natural

purpose.’’ An entity showing design (Kant [1790]1987 §62,

p. 364) is such that we cannot think of it without stating a

‘‘concept’’ at the source of its possibility. This is how Kant

captures the problem raised by complex design and holistic

integration as compared to chance (a problem addressed by

Paley and others in theological terms): the concept at the

source of the watch’s production explains why, against the

odds, there was a watch rather than some aggregate of

wheels. Entities whose form and nature cannot be under-

stood unless one presupposes that a concept was at the

source of their possibility are said to be purposive.13

The notion of purposiveness is that even if contingent,

those entities have some lawlikeness of their own when

taken as living entities (Huneman 2014). Living entities are

contingent in the sense that it makes no difference for nature

itself whether they are alive or not, or whether development

leads to a monster or to a viable organism. But since the life

sciences make these distinctions, and aim to capture some

rules of this viability, we have to assume some necessity that

guides development and rules the functioning of living

systems in order to account for it (Ginsborg 2001; Huneman

2006). Purposiveness means therefore this ‘‘lawlikeness of

the contingent as such.’’14 Such lawlikeness stems from our

project of understanding life as such, and then does not have

the same status as mere laws of nature, which, according to

Kant, are at the basis of nature and of any knowledge in

general.15 Contemporary philosophers such as Ratcliffe

(2000) or McLaughlin (2001) have updated this Kantian

position in philosophy of biology.16 Lewens (2007) spoke of

‘‘Kantian projectivism’’ in order to say that the concepts

specifying purposiveness in organisms (above all, functions)

stem from our scientific project.

Biological lawlikeness involves a specific relationship

between the parts of a system and the system as a whole.

Kantian purposiveness thus emphasizes the relationships

between parts and whole instead of the means-ends rela-

tionships (with various connotations of utility) that long

ago were the province of physiology and anatomy (Cunn-

ingham 2000), as when Galen investigated the ‘‘utilities’’

of various parts of organisms. Here, the main idea of

purposiveness is the acknowledgement that parts have to be

understood with reference to these wholes of which they

are parts.17 Kant says that the idea of the organic whole is

present as a principle of knowledge,18 meaning that it is not

13 Kant’s Critique of Judgment ([1790]1987), §VIII, XLVIII, p. 192.

See recent papers by Walsh (2010, 2012) to get a modern,

scientifically informed, elaboration of such view.

14 Kant ([1965] 2000), p. 20.
15 Kant makes it very clear that the presupposition of purposiveness

allows the knowledge of living nature, so that if suppressed, it would

leave intact the possibility of a physical science. It follows for

instance from this: ‘‘They [those who study the structure of

organisms] appeal to it just as they appeal to the principle of

universal natural science—viz., that nothing happens by chance.

Indeed they can no more give up upon that teleological principle than

they can this universal principle. For just as abandoning this physical

principle would lead them without any experience whatsoever, so

abandoning that teleological principle would lead them without

anything for guidance in observing the kind of natural things that have

been once thought teleological, under the concept of natural

purposes’’ ([1790]1987, §66, p. 376).
16 In another sense, Walsh (2006) explicitly connects an EvoDevo

view of evolution to Kant’s idea of organisms.
17 It is only after this characterization of natural purpose in terms of

parts and wholes that Kant recaptures the ancient meaning of

purposiveness in terms of means and ends, a meaning usually found in

the old ‘‘maxim of physiologists’’ (i.e., ‘‘The presupposition that all,

in the animal, has its utility’’; Kant ([1787]1998), p. A688/B716.
18 ‘‘The idea of the whole determines the form and the binding of all

the parts: not as a cause, since it would be a product of art—but as a

principle of knowledge [Erkenntnisgrund] of the systematic unity of

the binding of all the manifold contained in the given matter for the

one who has to judge’’ ([1790]1987, §65, p. 373).
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the principle of their making (otherwise we would be

committed to the idea of a divine designer) but the very

condition of our understanding of organs and traits as parts

of an organism,19 i.e., as involved in the development and

functioning of a living entity. Organisms are therefore

‘‘natural purposes’’ in the sense that we can only account

for them if we presuppose this idea of a whole. ‘‘Natural

purposes’’ are captured by two criteria:

[1] In such a product of nature each part, at the same

time as it exists throughout all the others, is thought

as existing with respect to the other parts and the

whole, namely as instrument (organ). [2] That is

nevertheless not enough (because it could be merely

an instrument of art, and represented as possible only

as a purpose in general); the part is thought of as an

organ producing the other parts (and consequently

each part as producing the others reciprocally).

([1790]1987, §65, p. 373; italics added)

Criterion (1) captures the general idea of purposiveness:

each part has to be understood (and is what it is) because of

its relation to the whole. There is an equivocation between

technical and natural systems, both fulfilling the ‘‘design’’

criterion; this also allows one to think of organisms as akin to

artifacts, in order to capture some of their complex adapta-

tions (Lewens 2004). So the design criterion exactly cap-

tures the idea of design as displayed by organisms as well as

technical complex objects—a set of contrivances which

makes a system functionally likely to fulfill some end.20

Criterion (2) that I call, epigeneticity, distinguishes

organisms from artifacts because their design, in the sense

of an arrangement of the parts according to an idea of the

whole, is not achieved by some external agent who con-

siders the idea of the whole as some sort of building plan.21

Technique happens when the idea of the whole acts as a

‘‘cause’’ through human agents; but when organisms occur

this idea of the whole exists only as a ‘‘principle of

knowledge’’ (Kant [1790]1987, §65, p. 373), and thus

allows us to understand development and functioning.

Therefore it is the parts themselves that perform the pro-

cess of building organisms, hence they produce themselves,

and they have to be considered as acting according to an

idea of the whole.22 In this sense, the epigeneticity criterion

accounts for organisms as entities with an epigenetic

character: they are constantly producing themselves during

embryogenesis and through their normal functioning.

Organized beings are beings that ‘‘self-organize,’’ said

Kant,23 and this is why they can be conceived of as ‘‘nat-

ural purposes.’’ And whereas the first criterion involves a

causal relation no stronger than just a simple relation of

mutual dependence (like wheels and gears whose forms

have to be adjusted in order to make a mechanism func-

tional but are not produced one by the other and result from

a common cause), the epigeneticity criterion is causal in

the sense that causation also means production (involving

locality, contiguity, conserved quantities in time, and so

on). These two senses of causation are prima facie (and

may remain irreducibly) distinct, since according to Hall

(2004) dependence and production fulfill two distinct sets

of requisites (especially regarding locality).24

Accounting for the Design Criterion

That the economic scheme of selection is an optimization

program now accounts for the fact that organisms will

indeed satisfy the design criterion, viz., be integrated

19 ‘‘This principle does not pertain to how such things are possible

themselves through this kind of production (things considered

themselves as phenomena) but pertains only to the way our

understanding is able to judge them’’ ([1790]1987, §77, p. 408).
20 When compared to current thinking in developmental and

evolutionary theory, the ‘‘design criterion’’ raises an important

objection. Modularity is indeed crucial in development: developmen-

talists identify various ‘‘developmental modules’’ (Winther 2001)

such as the ectoderm or the GRN of Endo 16 in the sea urchin, to the

extent that those are coherent units (sometimes transitory) that

function in relative isolation. (Physiological, morphological, and

developmental modules differ, but they satisfy a common idea of

modularity.) Modularity is also crucial to evolution because it

facilitates it—without it, very few variations would be likely to

increase fitness, since most would alter the overall functionality

(Wagner and Altenberg 1996). It first seems that this design criterion

runs counter to the acknowledgement of the role of modularity in

development and evolution. However, what is important in the design

criterion is that the parts must be understood in relation to the whole,

which means that they can be conceived of as fulfilling a functional

role. In this sense the ectoderm has a crucial functional role in

development, just as a physiological module such as the wing has a

functional role in vital activities. It does not mean that the actual

functioning should depend on the whole, only the role. The module

cannot be understood without the whole, but can function by itself;

likewise the whole can function without the module, though less well,

and this difference of degree is of course a matter of empirical

investigation on a case-by-case basis.

21 ‘‘Thus, concerning a body that has to be judged as a natural

purpose in itself and according to its internal possibility, it is required

that the parts of it produce themselves [hervorbringen] together, one

from the other, in their form as much as in their binding, reciprocally,

and from this causation on, produce a whole’’ (Kant [1790]1987, §65,

p. 373).
22 The concept of ‘‘original organization’’ in the context of embry-

ology instantiates this idea of the whole as a principle of knowledge.

See Huneman (2007) for the connection between embryology,

epigenesis, and Kant’s view of regulative principles.
23 If something meets the criteria of a natural purpose, then it ‘‘is both

an organized and a self-organizing being’’ (Kant [1790]1987 §65,

p. 374). Kauffmann (1993) quotes this as related to his own work.

Theoreticians of ‘‘autopoiesis’’ like Varela also invoke this Kantian

statement.
24 Philosophical accounts of causation in terms of counterfactuals

capture rather the former sense, whereas accounts in terms of process

(Salmon 1984; Dowe 1992) capture rather the second one.
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wholes. According to FD, given that the maximand of the

g function turns out to be inclusive fitness, natural selection

makes it impossible to have non-integrated wholes as sets

of traits. Suppose that a whole organism is not integrated.

As a result, it will be less functional than other, more

integrated, variants—because ‘‘to function physiologi-

cally’’ presupposes the ability to perform several functions

at the same time, and the more one minimizes antagonisms

between parts doing various functions, the more one opti-

mizes the survival chances and, accordingly, the chances of

reproduction. Therefore, as maximizing agents, organisms

will necessarily optimize their holistic design. Thus, a first

answer to the organismal criticism of MS would be that the

economic scheme of selection-optimization leads to enti-

ties that are holistically composed, because their traits,

when selected, should also be cohesive to the extent that

cohesion with other traits is involved in the definition of

maximizing fitness.

Actually, this design closely follows from the ‘‘trade-off

adaptationism’’ emphasized above. In this sense, the ‘‘de-

signedness’’ of organisms as functional wholes is guaran-

teed by FD, but entails a cost to the value of particular

traits, because they are contrived by the other traits. In this

context, the traits whose value is optimized by selection are

constrained by the systematicity of organisms, which also

derives from selection. Here, these constraints are under-

stood in the same economic framework as all the traits of

the agents are understood. Thereby the design of an

organism can be seen as explained by selection, and in the

end it results from the dynamics of alleles.

Making Sense of the Epigeneticity Criterion

in the Current Context

The epigeneticity criterion is fulfilled when Kant’s notion

of circular self-organization is instantiated in a system.

Recent knowledge of developmental processes—actually,

much more recent than Kant’s theories—has shown such

self-organizing patterns in living systems. At first sight,

cells indeed produce cells through mitosis, so that organ-

ismal parts effectively cause other parts. But even if all

cells have the same genome, hence the same possibilities to

express cell phenotypes, emerging cells have the adequate

cell type according to their position in the organism. A

closer understanding of this process shows it fits the Kan-

tian scheme: the cell types of the cells produced by cells

are conditioned by their location and neighborhood within

the organism—thus we have to assume the overall func-

tionality of the organism in order to address and empiri-

cally investigate this plurality of cell types, together with

the division of labor it comes from.

A standard developmental model for pattern formation,

according to which the cells are informed about which type

they should express through their spatial position, is Wol-

pert’s (1994) ‘‘French flag model.’’ What ‘‘tells’’ cells their

fate is the gradient of a substrate, the ‘‘morphogen,’’

expressed by all the surrounding cells. Here, clearly, cells

cause other cells to adopt their types because they produce

the morphogen gradient. Cells have a causal role in pro-

ducing other cells—and in producing ultimately the wholly

developed organism—through a production scheme that

relies on local conditions but results in the organized set of

cell types.

One could object that such self-production by cells is

just the expression of the genetic program encoded in the

nucleus. However, this overlooks the real functioning of

genes within organisms: activation states of the genes are

not produced by themselves, but by cellular and intracel-

lular environments of genes; e.g., the methylation state of

each allele depends upon this environment and is inherited

by the daughter cell after mitosis (Jablonka and Lamb

2005). This contributes to accounting for cell differentia-

tion, which entails that not all the genes of a cell are

activated in different parts of an organism. Moreover, the

transduction of genes (RNA) into proteins is not enough to

account for functional proteins, and other factors (physi-

cochemical components of the normal physiological med-

ium and other macromolecular structures) are involved in

the three-dimensional folding of proteins. Actually, it is

this folded protein and not the sequence given by the DNA

(underdetermining the structure) that is functional in the

organism. In turn, the kind of three-dimensional protein

thus determined may act on the activation and regulation of

the genome. Summing up: from the perspective of cells an

organism seems to be continuously producing itself

through those causal loops between DNA, RNA, and epi-

genetic, intra- and extra-cellular factors and

environments.25

The MS, interpreted through the FD framework, shows

that the design of organisms can be understood in terms of

natural selection driving an allele dynamics. The question

of the relevance of MS to the understanding of organisms

finally boils down to the question of whether the epi-

geneticity criterion, that is, the self-organizing patterns

especially shown by developmental processes, can in turn

be understood through the selective dynamics of alleles,

likely to be translated in optimization schemes.

25 The idea of a developmental cycle, advocated by Developmental

Systems Theory (DST; Griffiths and Gray 1994) as the unit of

evolution against the MS, could be derived from those considerations,

although it is a more demanding hypothesis. I do not enter into this

controversy, but only notice that DST is one possible philosophical

position on the basis of those findings (See Huneman 2013 for a

discussion of DST along similar lines).
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Self-Organization, Epigenetics, and Gene Networks

To decide to what extent MS through FD captures this self-

organizing aspect of organisms, one must determine what

would be an empirical test. Here is a way to tackle this

problem.

Development involves circular processes that, as we

have seen, determine the self-organizing cohesiveness of

organisms. Genes are an essential part of these processes,

but insufficient, as has been extensively argued (e.g.,

Neumann-Held 2001; Moss 2003; Jablonka and Raz 2009;

etc.). And genes are also the units in this selective

dynamics that is isomorphic to organisms’ optimizing

processes. Therefore, the more important and relevant

genes are within the former circular processes, the more the

self-organizing aspect (and thereby the epigeneticity cri-

terion) can be understood through the selective dynamics.

Having a measure of the relative weight of the genes

involved in such processes could indicate to what extent

the MS can account for this other side—the epigeneticity

criterion—of organisms.

Such an assessment is possible if one considers the

molecular biology of these processes. A crucial insight in

cell differentiation was given through the concept of gene

regulatory networks (GRN), initiated by Davidson (1986).

GRNs are networks of genes modeling the relationships of

inhibition, repression, and activation that, depending on the

present state of the cell and its surroundings, lead to

silencing or expressing genes in the genome. The topology

of the network represents the signaling, inducing, repress-

ing, and expressing pathways, whereas its dynamics cap-

tures the variation in quantitative variables (amount of gene

products, etc.) according to some equations (e.g.,

Michaelis–Menten). The GRNs are responsible for the cell

specification, ‘‘the acquisition of a given regulatory state,

as the sum of the activities of the transcription factors

expressed in the cell nuclei’’ (Oliveri et al. 2008), which

happens during life in general. They have proved to be

crucially involved in the formation of patterns during

development (Davidson et al. 2003; Levine and Davidson

2005), since pattern formation rests on specified cell lin-

eages.26 At each stage of development, according to the

conditioning relations within the network, they process an

input—for example a maternal protein at the inception of

mesoderm formation—into a phenotypic profile of the

cell,27 which influences other cells’ behaviors. GRNs are

flexible, and change along the organism’s life cycle—the

GRNs involved in development are not necessarily the

GRNs involved in physiological regulation of cell

behavior.

Gene regulatory networks as networks of gene activities

do not exclude non-genic factors such as epigenetic ones.

The complete interaction loops involving gene activities

also comprise proteins and transcripts, which are both

modifying and modified specific gene activities. So cells

developmentally and physiologically produce their own

states and other cells, in response to environmental condi-

tions, on the basis of such a set of conditioning interactions.

To this extent the GRN can, strictly speaking, be seen as a

projection of the total regulative network (involving pro-

teins and transcripts) onto the sole level of gene activities28

(see Fig. 3). GRNs are our way of modeling the inter-level

interactions that control cell development and behavior in

accordance with the cell neighborhood, and the overall

organism in general. Hence they are involved in the causal

loops through which cells build other cells, and construct

organisms; reciprocally, organisms determine (through

intermediary levels) the nature and state of cells.

Is it possible to assess the relative weight of genes in

these complete processes? It would seem it is. Actually,

one can ask what is the relative effect of changing genes

and gene states with regard to changing the other factors in

the overall network. After the investigation of the GRN

involved in specifying the skeletogenic micromere lineage

in the sea urchin (Oliveri et al. 2008) was completed, it

turned out that the genome itself was the most important

26 For example, Oliveri et al. (2008) have construed the complete

GRN of skeletogenic micromere lineage in sea urchins (Strongylo-

centrotus purpuratus), i.e., the cell lineage that during sea urchin

ontogenesis gives rise to the skeletogenic mesenchyme, and develops

after the fourth cleavage up to the gastrulation stage.
27 ‘‘Spatial cues are always required in order to trigger specification

in development. These spatial cues sometimes consist of localized

Footnote 27 continued

maternal regulatory factors that are distributed to particular cells with

the egg cytoplasm, and are partitioned during cleavage. Alternatively

they can also consist of signaling ligands produced by other cells, in

consequence of their own prior state of specification. Ultimately,

these spatial cues affect the course of events in development by

causing the activation (or repression), in a certain region of the

embryo, of particular genes encoding transcription factors. Through

this process, new, more refined, domains of specification are created,

and the complexity of the embryo increases’’ (Revilla-I-Domingo and

Davidson 2003, p. 695).
28 ‘‘The directed edges in GRNs correspond to causal influences

between gene activities. These could include regulation of transcrip-

tion by transcription factors, but also less intuitive causal effects

between genes involving signal transduction or metabolism. It is of

uttermost importance to realize that when inferring GRNs from gene-

expression data alone, the metabolites and proteins act as hidden

variables. These variables mediate communication between genes,

but since they are not included explicitly in the GRNs, only their

effects appear as edges between the observed variables, i.e., gene

activities. GRNs thus describe communication between genes

implicitly including all regulatory processes inside and therefore

give a complete description of cellular regulation projected on the

gene activities.… Influences between gene-activities, without explic-

itly taking account for the proteins and metabolites, result from a

projection of all regulatory processes on the ‘gene space’’’ (de la

Fuente 2009, p. 3).
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causal factor in the final GRN performance, meaning that

changing the transcripts and proteins (environmental inputs

of the GRNs) on average does not change the outcome

much. Researchers (Hood 2008) asked whether the GRNs

involved in physiology rather than development will share

the same property, or will offer a more important role to

non-genomic factors.

Gene regulatory networks are projections of sets of

relations between three spaces (Fig. 3a); hence the ques-

tion of relative weights can be interpreted topologically.

From this viewpoint, not all possible patterns of projec-

tions are equal. Some of them (‘‘type 1’’) are such that

many different interactions with proteins are projected

upon the same gene activity, i.e., the projection onto the

gene space is quite resistant to what happens within other

spaces (that is, it does not change a lot when one wiggles

the overall network in other spaces). This robustness

means that the major causal effect is due to gene changes,

because differences made to other products’ activities do

not make much difference to the overall result. Another

class of projections (‘‘type 2’’) is such that the set of

proteins and metabolic interactions defined by the small

changes in a given one has many projected images on the

gene space instead of just one.

In type 1, genes are much more what counts because

information about proteins and metabolites is not as

important to understanding the network, since they can be

abstracted away when the functioning of the GRN is ana-

lyzed. In type 2, all spaces are important. These types of

projections correspond to two kinds of structures of overall

networks, and the question of the relative weight of genes

in self-organizing processes (i.e., the question of the

accountability of the ‘‘epigeneticity criterion’’ in terms of

selective dynamics) is whether most of them are of type 1

or type 2. Therefore, in the set of type 1 networks, most of

the variation between phenotypes so regulated is due to

gene differences, whereas this is obviously not the case in

the set of type 2 networks.

Formulated in these terms, Oliveri et al. (2008) found

that the structure of the whole network of interactions

(across the three spaces) for the skeletogenic micromere

lineage in the development of sea urchins is of type 1, since

tweaking proteins or transcripts does not much modify the

behavior of the network—contrary to tweaking the genes—

so that the projections of different epigenetic parts onto the

genetic space are equal.

Thus, developmental GRNs that have been investigated

already are more often of type 1; if all GRNs (including

physiological ones) turn out to be mostly of this type, this

would empirically support the claim that epigenetic pro-

cesses are not as crucial as gene dynamics for under-

standing the evolution of organismic systematicity. This

would of course not mean that as such they are superfluous,

but simply that their differences do not make much of an

impact as compared to the effect gene differences have: the

latter will much more strongly determine change in the

phenotypic outcome of the GRN in the cell. In this case the

causal loops by which genes, cells, extracellular products,

and organisms are intertwined in producing design could

be abstracted away, the mere understanding of genomes

and their evolution being explanatorily relevant. Of course,

deciding such issues will not settle the question, since

many other arguments, much closer to EvoDevo-style

investigations, call for the importance of epigenetics in

understanding the fact of organisms and their role in evo-

lution, especially when it comes to non-genetic inheritance

(Helantera and Uller 2010; Danchin et al. 2011). Yet,

formally determining what types 1 and 2 are, and finding

whether actual GRNs are mostly of type 1 or type 2, would

provide an example of how to empirically settle the ques-

tion of the explanatory irreducibility of the self-organizing

patterns of organisms regarding MS.

Fig. 3 a Network of protein,

metabolic, and gene

interactions. b Graph of GRN as

a projection of the network

(shown in a) on gene space

(after de la Fuente 2009, p. 8)
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Conclusion

Formal Darwinism has demonstrated that the MS provides a

legitimate account of the systematicity in organisms through

its view of Darwinian explanatory pluralism having two

sides, economics-like and physics-like, i.e., optimization

and allelic dynamics. At the same time, it legitimates opti-

mality views in evolution as these can be taken as the default

in a perspective where organisms are seen as agents. Rather

than trying to ground optimality through population genetics

via the FTNS as attempted in the past, FD justifies optimality

by reinterpreting the whole physical framework of popula-

tion genetics in terms of economics.

This does not mean that selection makes everything

optimal, or that an organismal biology can be wholly

derived from the sub-organismic biology of gene fre-

quencies. Rather, this pluralism shows how optimization as

a default is embedded in selection, and how organismic

systematicity to some extent derives from the inclusive-

fitness driven economy of maximizing agents. Lastly, by

examining the relative weights of genetic and non-genetic

components of GRN after the example of developmental

GRNs, I suggested that there are empirical ways to decide

whether the properties captured by the ‘‘epigeneticity cri-

terion,’’ and which are definitive of organisms, can to some

extent be accounted for in the MS framework.
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